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In summer, when five
species of Pacific salmon return to

Southeast waters to spawn, there’s little
question where adult fish of the Oncorhynchus
(salmon) genus are. Most Southeasters have
tracked them down to fill their frying pans,
fish totes, or freezers. But by December the
spawning runs have ended, and even most
of the carcasses along rivers and stream
banks have been cleaned up by bears, birds,
and other agents of nature.
As winter closes in and the pace of life
slackens, we might begin to wonder where
the next generations of salmon are. Where
are the fish that will flock homeward as
spawners next year, or the year after, or the
year after that?
Many are out in the Gulf of Alaska,
where most salmon from Southeast Alaska
go to grow from juveniles to adults.
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All Southeast salmon hatch in fresh
water. They spend varying amounts of time
in fresh water, depending on their species.
Then as juveniles they make their way to
salt water. At that point, they range in size,
again depending on species. Pink salmon
are a little over an inch long. King salmon
are about three inches long. And cohos are
four to six inches long.
Once in salt water, the young fish may
spend a few weeks in protected inlets, estuaries, and other nearshore waters feeding.
However, by the end of June, most of them
have moved to more open inside waters
within Southeast Alaska.
Beginning in late July and August, these
young salmon leave Southeast’s inland waters and migrate to the Gulf of Alaska. For
example, biologists have observed millions
of juvenile pink salmon schooling up and

Coho salmon that
return to Southeast
rivers to spawn have
spent about 18 months
growing in the ocean.

migrating through saltwater passages, including Sumner Strait, Chatham Strait, Peril
Strait, and an area between west Prince of
Wales and Noyes islands. No doubt other
species of salmon behave in a similar manner.

Life in the Gulf

Joined by their cohorts from streams
on the outer coast, most of the youngsters
spend several months along the Gulf of
Alaska coast, migrating to the north and
west along a narrow corridor about 18 to
25 miles wide. They’re helped along by
prevailing currents near the surface of the
water. The Alaska Current, a branch of the
Japanese or Kuroshio Current, flows north
and west along Southeast and Southcentral Alaska and intensifies into the deep,
westward Alaska Stream. Then prevailing
currents cycle south and east, completing
a great counterclockwise gyre that turns
again toward the Alaska coast. During
winter the Aleutian Low, an area of intense
atmospheric low pressure over the Aleutian
Islands, increases this huge oceanic circulation system.
Salmon usually swim in counterclockwise orbits in the same direction as the
In winter, salmon
spawned in Southeast
Alaska swim in
counterclockwise
orbits congruent with
prevailing currents
in the North Pacific
Ocean. During their
winters at sea, which
number from one to
five depending on
their species and other
factors, the fish attain
their adult size and
weight.
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cyclonic gyres. Pinks, which feed in the
ocean for only one year, generally make one
orbit. Salmon that spend more years at sea
make more orbits. Sockeye salmon appear to
travel almost constantly during their ocean
migrations and may cover as much as 2,300
miles in a year.
The Gulf of Alaska is very productive.
Currents bring nutrient-rich water from deep
in the ocean by a process called “upwelling,”
and winter storms help mix and disperse
the water. Nitrogen and phosphorus, not
depleted as they often are in surface waters,
act much like fertilizer on a garden. They
foster blooms of phytoplankton, tiny plants
that drift in the ocean and provide the first
link in the whole oceanic food chain—which
includes free-swimming crustaceans, squids,
fishes, and other creatures that salmon feed
on.
Making their way through this oceanic
smorgasbord, Southeast salmon grow to
adulthood on the ocean’s bounty. Depending on their species, they feed for various
amounts of time in the ocean environment,
achieving more than 95 percent of their
growth while they are at sea.
• King salmon spend three to five winters, often doubling their weight each year.
Detail from “Ocean
Currents in Waters
Around Alaska” in Alaska
in Maps: A Thematic
Atlas © University of
Alaska Fairbanks. Used
with permission.

When they return to fresh water to spawn,
they weigh 10 to 50 pounds.
• Sockeye salmon usually spend two or
three winters at sea and reach about four to
eight pounds.
• Chums spend three to five winters. Full-grown adults weigh seven to 18
pounds.
• Pinks spend only one winter and grow
to an average of about four pounds.
• Cohos spend only one winter at sea,
too, but since they spawn in the fall, they
have 18 months in the ocean to feed and
grow. Full-grown adults usually weigh seven
to 12 pounds.
Studies of salmon scales, which record
growth much the way tree rings do, show
that the fishes’ growth slows in winter. It
increases again by late February, as days get
longer and food becomes more abundant.
In recent years salmon populations in
the Gulf of Alaska have been the highest
on record. In fall 1999 the Alaska Department of Fish and Game reported that an
all-time high of 77 million pink salmon
were taken commercially in Southeast,
pushing the entire regional salmon catch to
95.5 million fish, also a record. The Juneau
Empire reported there were so many fish
that processors ran out of cans and stopped
taking pinks, even though the fish continued
to run strong into September.
Most researchers attribute the high
populations primarily to warmer coastal sea
temperatures following a major change in
ocean conditions in 1976. These favorable
conditions for Southeast salmon have continued, and the runs should remain strong
for at least a few more years.
But a number of scientists are warning
that the record salmon numbers since 1980
may be ending. In Ocean Ecology of North
Pacific Salmonids, an excellent book about
salmon in the ocean, William Pearcy suggests that the phenomenal increases in the
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Alaska salmon catch may be explained by
increased survival coinciding with favorable
ocean conditions, drastic reductions in the
numbers of salmon intercepted by high
seas fisheries (now illegal), and releases of
juvenile hatchery fish, which now number
more than five billion fish a year from Pacific
Rim countries and states.
One disturbing trend is that fish of
several salmon species seem to be getting
smaller. Although Southeast’s 1999 pink
salmon catch set a record for numbers of
fish, it did not set a corresponding record for
weight. The average weight of pink salmon
statewide was only 2.9 pounds, a full pound
less than is considered normal. In similar
findings, chum salmon studied at the head
of Portland Canal in
southern Southeast
Alaska decreased 46
percent in weight
between 1976 and
1991.
These trends
could be the result of
changes in oceanographic conditions,
increased numbers
of salmon released, or a combination of
many factors. At any rate, change is underway in the ocean region where Southeast
salmon do most of their growing, and for
now no one is certain how it will affect
future generations of fish that return to
Southeast to spawn.

When coho salmon
return to spawn after
a year feeding in the
Gulf of Alaska, they
usually weigh between
seven and 12 pounds.

Young coho salmon live
in Southeast streams
from one to four years
before migrating to sea
as smolts.

The Alaska
Department of Fish
and Game’s Lake Eva
research station is one
of several places where
seasonal movements of
salmon and other fish
were documented.

Life in Fresh Water

While Southeast’s ocean voyaging
salmon roam the North Pacific, some king
salmon, and a few cohos spend the winter
in inland salt waters. At the same time, in
thousands of Southeast rivers, streams, and
lakes, juvenile salmon in several different age
groups are undergoing their earliest stages
of growth. The youngest of these salmon
are still eggs, deposited in the gravel and
fertilized by spawning adults in the summer
and fall.
The eggs of king salmon may be buried
as much as two feet down. They are the largest of salmon eggs, and they require more
oxygen than the eggs of other salmon, so
rivers and streams suitable to support them
are limited.
The eggs of pink salmon are usually
buried between eight and 12 inches deep.
How long salmon eggs incubate in
the gravel depends on both the species of
salmon and water temperatures. The colder
the temperature the slower the embryo will
develop and the longer the time till hatching.
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About a month after they were fertilized the eggs begin to “eye up,” and the
backbones and eyes of the tiny embryos
become visible. About three months later,
young salmon begin to hatch. The tiny fish,
each with a yolk sac hanging from its abdomen, appear within the gravel, feeding on
the nutrients within the egg sac.
Once the egg sac is used up, the young
fish—by now about an inch long—emerge
from the gravel, ready to take on a more
challenging environment.
Southeast king salmon stay in their natal
streams for one year after they emerge from
the gravel. Cohos spend one to four years
in their natal streams. Most Southeast chum
and pink salmon move out to salt water
within a few days after emerging from the
gravel.
Sockeye salmon spawn mostly in streams
associated with lakes and sometimes along
lake shores, so their eggs may hatch during
winter in any of these settings. Those emerging in streams migrate to lakes, where they
live for one to two years.
So in winter Southeast Alaska streams
and lakes may hold young salmon one to

four years old and sometimes salmon of
two species.
Surviving the winter is a challenge for
young salmon. They must move away from
areas of fresh water that might freeze. They
must avoid being swept out of streams by
winter floods. They must avoid predators
such as mink, otter, and cutthroat trout at a
time when their swimming ability is reduced
because cold water temperatures lower their
metabolic rate.
In winter young cohos move to the cover of logs, exposed tree roots, and undercut
banks. Many seek out spring-fed tributaries

and portions of streams where upwelling
ground water keeps the stream from freezing. And the fierce territoriality they exhibit
toward each other in summer decreases as
they move closer together within suitable
wintering areas.
At Hood Bay Creek on Admiralty Island,
we observed large schools of young Dolly
Varden and coho salmon moving upstream
in the fall. Subsequent studies showed that
these fish were seeking spring areas near the
headwaters of the stream—the only significant parts of the stream that were ice-free
during periods of extreme cold.

From Egg to Fish

in a Southeast Stream

These photos are of Dolly Varden, whose timing and development are similar to that of coho salmon.
The colder the temperature of the water, the longer an embryo takes to develop and hatch.

1) In mid-October, on the
day the egg is fertilized,
first cell division occurs.

2) By the second day
there are 16 cells.

5) Toward the end of February the
embryo hatches. Living off its yolk sac,
the young fish continues to develop in
the gravel for another two months.
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3) 24 days later, in
t h e s e c o n d we e k
o f N ove m b e r, t h e
optic lobes and skull
development are
visible.

6) By the first of May the young fish
emerges from the gravel and begins
to feed on its own. It is about an inch
long.

4) After 81 days, in the
first week of January,
eyes and pectoral fins are
visible. The embryo is
about half an inch long.

